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To facilitate the introduction of Spanish at St 
Clements, and to give KS3 pupils a strong 
preference in which language they follow 
through the rest of KS3 and beyond, French 
lessons from January-July 2024 will be 2 per 
fortnight (Spanish will also be 2 lessons per 
fortnight). This is to provide pupils with some of 
the basics in terms of phonics, vocabulary and 
grammar required to see which they would 
prefer to study for the rest of their language 
journey which, in collaboration with teacher 
feedback, will determine their MFL curriculum 
path. 
The following Curriculum Plan, therefore, has 
been adapted to allow for this in the second 
two terms of 2023-24 at St Clements. 

Holidays: 
Talking about past holidays.  
Giving details about what you did and when 
you did something.  
Discussing the weather in the past. 
Giving information about a tourist attraction 
and giving opinions. 
Interests:  
Talking about our favourite television 
programmes and films.  
Describing what we do and we did on the 
internet/with technology. 
 
 

Interests:  
Talking about free time activities and likes 
and dislikes 
Talking about our favourite films.  
Describing what we do on the 
internet/with technology. 
Festivals: 
Making plans about celebrations 
Ambitions: 
Talking about jobs and job places and 
activities 
Describing chores  
Using two tenses together 

Module 1: Holidays 
Theme: Local area, Holiday and Travel 
Talking about holidays & travel: dream holiday, booking and 
reviewing hotels, travel. Buying souvenirs. Describing holiday 
disasters 
Module 2: School 
Theme: School 
Describing a day at school, comparing schools in Spain and 
England. Taking about rules, talk about a school exchange.  
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Talking about you: The months. We will learn 
numbers up to 31. Saying when your birthday 
is, introducing and describing ourselves and 
our family and looking at adjectival agreement. 
Hobbies: 
Describing your hobbies: sports, weekend 
activities and days of the week. Using opinion 
words. 
Talking about school: Talking about subjects 
you study, with opinions. 

Festivals: 
Talking about your favourite food, different 
mealtimes and ordering food at a restaurant. 
Talking about celebrations and festivals, future 
and past parties. 
Making arrangements and excuses. 

Health and Fitness: 
Describing eating habits. 
Discussing healthy lifestyles and talking 
about injuries and illness. 
Global issues: 
Talking about Spanish Speaking world. 
Talking about children’s lives and 
nationalities. 

Module 3: Myself, my friends and family 
Theme: Identity and Culture 
Describing yourself, family members and friends and 
relationships. Discussing the use of technology. Making 
arrangements and excuses. 
Module 4: Free time activities and interest 
Theme: Identity and Culture 
Talking about pocket money and describing hobbies and 
interests (sports, TV and films). 
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Talking about school:   
Talking about snacks at school. 
Where I live:  
Describing your town/village. Saying what is 
nearby. Describing activities in town. 
Saying where you are going. 
Ordering food. Talking about tourist 
attractions and future plans for a trip abroad. 

All about you: 
Discussing daily routine and what you wear 
when going out. 
Where you live: 
Describing what you can do in town. 
Asking directions. 
Making plans for the summer. 

Global issues: 
Talking about human rights. 
Describing journeys to school. 
Discussing environmental issues. 
Holidays: 
Describing a visit to Madrid and places to 
visit 
Buying souvenirs. 
Discussing the weather 
Using three tenses together. 
 

Module 4: Free time activities and interest 
Theme: Identity and Culture 
Talking about what’s trending and role models. 
Module 5: Where I live 
Theme: Local Area, Holiday and Travel  
Describing local area, the use of transports and asking and 
giving directions. Talking about your district and shopping for 
cloithes. 
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Subject Curriculum Plan: Spanish 2023-24 


